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ABSTRACT

Art definitions and movements are changing just as
I

the social paradigms they springs from.

This

explao9ration looked at paradigms in art of the past that
have become the foundation for movements today.

Currently the transformative powers art has to offer

have bedn recognized.
major and a career.

Colleges are beginning to train a

The literature review explored what

role transformative art has played in artist's lives and
looked at its uses in education.

Conceptual art goes beyond the aesthetics of art and
touches the mind and heart.

I began to explore this kind

of art in the nearby galleries.

I found a theme I could

be passionate about and began to develop it visually.

For

my project, I developed transformative art.
Often students can master a media and create an image

with it;

But, unless they are told what to create, their

craftsmanship skills lie mute.

realize^ their visual voices.

They need guidance to

As I researched the subject

matter of my show, I challenged my students in my high
school art classes to look past technique and create some

conceptual art of their own.

Ill

In conclusion:

1.

I explored and clarified the avenues of
transformative, healing art.

2.

I had a show based on my concepts and noted the

imjiact of this communication for those who saw it.
The art in the project was about change, human

dignity, loss, spiritual alliance, persevering,
courage, and discovery.

3.

I explored the possibilities of art as a
coinmunication tool for my students.

I passed on any

tools I found useful as catalysts to creating an
aesthetically pleasing picture.

4.

I completed a literature review that explored the

history of curriculum in art education and the use of
transformative, healing art there in.

iv

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Lilie literature and music, art can either be just for

fun, to I entertain, to teach or socialize, or it can

attempt Ito explain the mysteries of our world. It is a
commodity catering to collectors or to gallery owners.

It

can be used to persuade, illustrate, captivate, or shock.
It can entertain, decorate, or be a show of love.
' i

.

■ .

■ ■

.■

As an

.

•

■

'

artist i have created art as a gift, art as a commodity,
1

art as s®lf~©xpression, and finally art as transformation,
or a healing agent.

My:project is the showing of thematic pieces of art.
The arti is the result of an artistic evolution.

Components of this evolution and the show are probed more
fully ih chapter three, a recounting of the project.
Byj taking my own quest and searching for my own

voice, I journeyed from craftsman to conceptual artist.
Making art challenged me to question the ways art
interacts with the society that generates it.

For the

project!, the work was developed over two years. The show
was based on transformation.

well as! social one.

Its source is a personal as

Women's issues, as well as those of

anyone who has lost a family to drug addiction, are

catalysts for the art of this show. Many levels of grief
were involved with the change from wife to single parent.

My work chronicled those levels.

Discomfort provoked a personal exodus.

Emotions were

involved with the grieving. In the process of healing I
experienced and communicated through art: sadness,
depression, fear, and finally the event of new
spirituality, joy, and self-discovery.

Art was my journal.

As I searched for a new visual

vocabulary I found a wealth of diversity and
accomplishment in nearby galleries and among my peers on

college campuses. There were many avenues that appealed
to me.

I could have addressed issues that surround

motherhcod, womanhood, or social issues.

These however

became secondary concerns for me.

I Gravitated toward other people who, like me, chose

to depict spiritual awakenings, perceptions or beliefs. I

dialogUssd with them to see what motivated inspired and led
them to do their work.

I wanted to know how the

technique, as well as subject matter, evolved. I wanted
to further develop my own artwork as a result of these
talks.

I continued to survey the galleries and do some

research regarding other artists who grew in this manner.
I found key elements to self-expression were courage or
risk taking in making art.

There are some artists I explored because their work
has been defined as spiritual, art that is done at heart
level.

Heart level is where our society and our students

will be transformed.

The art is about: change, human dignity, loss of

love, sj>iritual alliance, persevering, courage, joy, and
contentment in a Spiritual experience of lifestyle,
interaction, and discovery.

For the show I wanted to visually document the

tangibility of the love and healing I experienced with a
higher power.

I call it evidence of god.

The show has Idadfo other plans for art in the

future.

I am ihterested in art that explores flaws in our

social structures and lifestyle concerning women, gender
roles and the environment.

Because of the project, I plan

to make art that points out a spiritual path of respect,
and awareness.

This process raised questions for me about art

making and my role as an art educator.

The conclusion I

drew was that art is not just a skill to be taught.

Art

is a coirmunication tool and a catqlyst for healing.

This

has implications fot all art educators.

The power art

holds can be introduced while technique and art history is

taught.

Without the p^^

of artistic expression, skill

is an empty toy.

Having experienced the full range of conceiving,
creating and showing a group of pieces that spoke to the
same theme, I pursued applications as an educator to the
same end.

I was able to effectively lead students to a

place of higher level thinking and communication.

Meaning

based ciirriculum introduced past and present art mpvements
and also brought students to more self-awareness so they
could make educated decisions about an artistic path.

Significance of Project

This project is important because it exemplifies that

the journey of an artist is bne of evolution and change.

Young artists and their teachers need to fully understand
this in order for Students to be comfortabla with the

unconifortable process of growing artistically.

Assumptions

All people can create at some level.

The outcome may

not be identified as traditional creativity, as in a

tangible object that is acceptable to others.
Nevertheless, the act of creatibn has its own rewards
inherent in the process.

Creativity does not have to

result in art that is acceptable to others.

The product

need only be meaningful to its creator in some way.
benefit is in the process.
chord with the vieweri

Art can be playful.

The

Art can strike an emotional

Art can stimulate intellectually.

Art can draw out hidden subconscious

attitudes or emotional states.

Students sometimes feel inadequate as artists because

they do not see art as a process of growth and change.
Often students feel that if they do not produce noteworthy

art, then it is not worth their time.

What is not

understood is that wherever they are, if they are willing

to apply themselves, they will experience growth.
Furthermore, within that growth the skills of patience,

fine motor skill, problem solving, creative thinking,
observation, intuition, self-awareness and increased

dnjoyment of the wdrId around theiri will be experienced.

Doing healing and transformative art raised

questions for me about art making ^nd about my role as a.
teacher.

The conclusion I drew was that art is not just a.

skilly but a voice, a vocabulary, a communication tool, a

healing tool and a agent of transformation What can this
change in thinking mean for contemporary art teachers?
Education in the arts is currently influenced greatly

by the phiilosophy of Discipline Based Art Education put
forth by the Getty Center of the Arts.

Curriculum

concerns itself with cognitive applications, multiple

intelligences, and interdisciplinary applications of the
arts.

There is an undercurrent of artists who believe in

an education in the arts that allows students to explore

the more spiritual aspects of art.

Students can be

encouraged to create in a way that will allow them to

heal, transform, and interact on a more personal level
with their art.

CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Artists are not currently educated with self-healing,

transfoirmation, communication or self-expression in mind.

The acc€5pted paradigm is and has been to educate the
student on a cognitive level, to build technical skill or
to enhance academic skills.

Our art education

philosophies evolved from the ancient practice of master
teaching an apprentice, and evolved through the event of

industrialized society.
Art education before the twentieth century consisted

of private teachers and apprenticeships.

They were the

usual ways aspiring artists grew in skill and style.

Promising youth were sent off to apprentice with a master
where tiiey would improve their skills in drawing,

sculpting, painting, and casting.

The art apprentice

would help the master with commissions as their artistic
skill and voice evolved.

Once artists were masters in

their own right they would practice their craft

independently. In turn the new artists became masters and
took on apprentices of their own.

When public education

began, after the event of industrialization, technical
skills in drawing and academic achievement were the main

considorations.

Even so, there were several ideas about

how that was best achieved, how the arts could apply it
,and .why...

.

In the United States, in the nineteenth century^
education wa.s made available to the population because bf

the philosophies of Andrew Jackson and ThomaS Jefferson.

They believed in equal opportunities for citizens at all
economic levels! The purpiose of the arts during thO

nineteenth century was to aid in the visual skills of all
people in the industrial sbciety.

Art education was part

of a movement designed to create a people who could
enhance thb commercial prosperity of the nation.

The prevalent attitude of the United States towards

art ed^cation in the nineteenth was well summarized at the
Nation Art Education Association annual membership meeting

in 1877 by the keynote speaker, Langdon S Thompson.

Thompsbn, who was the superintendent of drawing in the
public schools of Sandusky, Ohio, and a faculty member of
Purdue University, outlined three reasons art was vital to
public schbols at that time in his keynote address.
The first was disciplinarian.

He explained that

drawing develops intelligence, exercises perception,

judgment and imagination. The second was utilitarian.

This aspect pointed out the benefit of drawing as a

school sabject in terms of its practical uses in everyday
life.

He showed how it could help the child grow into an

adult who can use art to earn & living.

The aesthetic

portion communicated the benefits of learning to have a
love of the beauty around usr and feel its ability to,

"warm the soul capacities and thereby assist in elevating

man to the highest degree of culture known or imagined in
this life" (Brown, Korzenik 1993, p. 121/.

The three objectives he outlined were accepted

educational objectives to make art palatable to the public
at that time.

Thompson understood that drawing served as

a bridge, as did language, between thought and
information.

In the late nineteenth century, a utilitarian
rationale toward art education was put to use to show that

drawing could be an asset to students in the form of a
skill needed to increase their employability.

The

accepted, belief was that every occupation used drawing at
one poir.t.

Everything from a house to a cathedral began

with a drawing.

Many educational leaders valued the arts

for their positive influence on the countries industries.

Arts education was mostly geared toward the

industrial arts (manual training) and home economics in
the first part of the twentieth century, as was so in the
late nineteenth century.

In 1918, a committee of twenty six members wrote The

Cardinal Principles Of Secondary Education in a report of
the NEA Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary

Education.

They proposed seven main objectives in public

education.

First was the achievement and maintenance of

health.

Next was the command of fundamental processes;

third was worthy home membership.
was successful choice of vocation.

exercise of citizenship.

The fourth objective
The fifth was proper

Sixth was worthy use of leisure.

Then the seventh was the development Of ethical character.
The arts were in the category of worthy use of

leisure.

This report helped to shape the focus for art

education in that decade.

Recreation was meant to help

restore the body, mind and spirit, enrich the quality of
life and give more substance to the personality of
America's citizens.

This policy ignored the potential of

the arts

to enhance vocational skills.

the arts

were something to be explored only on the

10

It implied that

weekends and holidays.

The policy of the arts as a

utilitarian use and personal use were not integrated.
Another use of the arts in American public education

at the tleginning of the twentieth century, was to
Americanize European immigrants.
i

Public shows displayed
■

'

the artistic traditions and styles of the immigrant.
■J
■

Also

displayed was art that showed artistic influences of the
American public school system.
■ 'i

■

'

■

The well attended events

■'

were a way to welcome the immigrants.

Maurice Brown

(1996) wrote, "The public school became America's hope for
a better future" (p. 117).

John Ruskin (1819-1900) believed that the arts could
i

humaniz^ the new industrialized society.
I

.

Ruskin believed

'

that by carefully observing and drawing natural things
students could become morally reconnected.

He felt that

the piecework of industry had taken the satisfaction of

good workmanship from the workers who never saw the fruits
of their labor.

Because nothing belonged to any of them,

they lost touch with the work.

Ruskin suggested that touching and forming something
to its c onclusion could heal the individual and society.
Childreri with access to art endeavors would learn to use

11

their hands and their heads.

As a result they would feel

less frcigmented.

Th€! idea of infusing industry with the arts or just

bypassing industry altogether with hand crafted functional
art, launched the arts and crafts movement.

In the arts

and crafts movement was the ideal that art could elevate
I

'

labor aild that the individual quality of the fine arts
could improve work conditions and make beauty available to
everyone.

In this movement Brown and Korzenik (1993)

wrote, "the crafts person became an ideal, an independent
soul who joined aesthetics, skill, freedom, and

responsibility" (p.153).

Industrialized society induced

an atmosphere where profits were more important than

quality, craftsmanship, and devoting time to do things
well, o]r use of fine materials.

The Arts and Crafts

Movement was a direct challenge to industry in 1907.

For

art educators, individuality came more to the forefront
for a time.

The gulf created between industry and the arts became

bridged in an experimental association created by arts
educator Walter Grppius called the Bauhaus.

When Gropius

took over leadership Of the Weimar Academy of Fine Arts in
I

I

.

'

,

.

'

.

■

■

, -

■ ■ ■

■

■ ■

■

■

■ ■

•

1919, he sought to breathe life into the dead products of

12

the machine.

His curriculum planned to enable students

to blend the standardization of industry with the

spontaneity and inventiveness of the arts.

I

,

His plan

^

'

required art students to work directly with the experts in
mass production. The result was an outpouring of
functional art in Germany.

After Hitler sought to close

the schoiDl, the instructors of the Bauhaus students and

teachers! carried the ideology around the globe so that

it's infjluence was far reaching. Paul Klee went to
Switzerland. Kandinsky went to Paris.

Most of the master

teachersi moved to the United States and infused the

college^ and universities with their Bauhaus revolutions.
Brown states that,

!

"This tradition of teaching brought

I

artists, who would never have imagined
themselves as fine artists because their social

class neither exposed them to art nor permitted
the luxury of imagining a future without earning
a living....artists trained with a jobs
orientation indirectly have been orientated,

through the vocational mind set, to considering
the needs of the viewer"(158).

Progressivism sought to add some missing elements.

A

key player in the era of modernism, also called

progressivism, in the arts was John Dewey.

He became a

major ijifluence on education practices with his
■

'

■

■

■

■

■■

philosophies and writings in the decade of the 1920s.

13

He

propose|d that the arts should be an integral part of
education.

Dewey believed that the significance of

participation in the arts might not be immediately useful.

However,I gradually art experiences find their way into
■

I

■

,

everydayj dealings adding a creative dimension.
According to Enid Zimmerman (1997) the progressive
I

i

education movement Dewey was a part of, promoted the idea
i

'

that thejindividual, society and school were all
interrelated(pp. 20-27).

Logdn (1965) documents that in part because of

Dewey's influence, the elementary schools sought to bring
out the Expressive energies of young children in art as

well as in dramatic play, dance storytelling and writing
(52).

Teachers like Margaret Mathias and Belle Boas

I ■

' ■ ' ''

■

■

•

■

■

■

worked to facilitate artwork that had respect for the

individual student's expression.

Logan writes "the debate

on the ideas of Progressivists was lively and attracted
national attention, but the impact of ideas filtered down

to the great majority of schools slowly and

selectively"(1965, p 53).

It did, however, set the stage

for a rich time in arts education during great depression

following the stock market crash of 1929.

Federal funding

became a^^ailable that allowed arts programs to flourish.

14

,

students who had an interest in pursuing arts in their

education were encouraged to do so on the secondary level.

Previously students were discouraged from any endeavor
that did not directly lead to a vocational skill.

The

pronounced unemployment problem resulted in an increase in
the study of the humanities.

Public art museums and

performances of plays and concerts saw a steady increase
in attendance. "The Population was in need of cheap

relief to the grim realities of financial lack" (Logan,
1965,p 49-67).

City, state and national programs helped to fund
increased arts activity during the depression era.
Professional and amateur visual and performing artists

were revitalized by renewed interest in their work.
Societies romance with the arts had a positive effect on
art educ atioU'.. 
. In

that Vik

the wake of the depressipn, Logan (1965) reported

tor Lowenfeld proposed to estabiish art

experier ces as a vital activity for "self-identification"
through intuitive and emotional growth (59).

Lowenfeld

proposec. that art education would release the creative
spirit

He believed that that creative spirit would

improve society as a whole.

He encouraged a sepntete

15

mission for art education within the system in the decade
■

■

!

'

■

,

■

■

■

.

■

■

■

of 1940.

This philosophy was seen again in the 40's when
HerbertiRead wrote Education Through Art.
-

i

His conviction

,

. ,

■

was that students need the means and forms of expression.

His emphasis on originating thought and activity on the
part of the student was widely supported.

What kept the'

arts alive in education at that time was Lowenfeld's
■

,

■

■

philosophy and Read's expansion of that philosophy

promotihg the idea that an experience in the arts can be
'

1 '

■

'

applied!all areas of a person's life.

Dewey and

Lowenfeld's ideas continue to impact education.

Frederick M. Logan (1965) wrote, that after World War

i

'

■

.

■

■

•

■ ■ ■ '■

1 the division between commercial and fine arts began to

develop (49).

Commercial arts trained students more

towards drawing and design skills.

Fine Arts advocates

concentrated more on appreciation, composition, and

analysis.

At this time self expression and creativity

were not issues the art educators addressed.

Up to the post depression era, the arts were seen as

a help to vocation and study skills with to reflect the
needs of society during the industrial revolution.
Finally, creativity became important again as the

16

depression years of the 1930's set in.

The emphasis most

j

accepted by the public, as a rule, was the vocational

training I policy.

Arts in and of themselves were seen as

more valuable after Dewey and Lowenfeld wrote and lectured
i ■

' '

.

'

on the siiibject of creativity.

With educators embracing

I

^

,

varying degrees of application for the commercial and fine
arts philosophies, students in the arts were educated
according to whatever philosophy the school board and

educatorjembraced in their individual districts.
The I middle of the twentieth century saw a return to

academics as technology took a tremendous leap and public
education tried to keep up.

The humanities were less

emphasized again.

Manjiel Barkan, (1965) in Art in the Senior High
School wrote,
!

.

j

I

.

.

High School Art electives have declined due

to the push for academics.

As a result, gifted

students who are potential creative artist,
designers, architects, museum directors, and art
teachers of the future will be lost to future

generations (pp. 93-104).
The 1960's and 70-"s were a time of "back to basics

in education.

Academic excellence in public education was

sought for basic subject areas including reading writing
and math.

The importance of art in general education was

varied. ;
i
I

■

,

17

.

In the 1980's parent and coitimunity involvement
became

focus for all education avenueS/ elementary and

high school

public education.

That lead tb a movement in

eguitable education in the 1990's*

Also a focus oh

multicultural curriculum addressed diversity and
/tolerance'.,.

The back to basic movement fostered an approach that

integrated all academic disciplines in the process of
learninc|[ about art.

Reading writing and math became part

of the c!ore cUrricuium for the arts in public education
natioh wide,

in this way art could take it's place as an

integral, part of public education.

Art education was

seeking to become politically correct and thereby remain a
healthy element in public education.

The creativity

described by Dewey and Lowenfeld wa.s conceptually

integratbd with this academic philosophy to a lesser

Several art education philosophies have repeated
themselves.

Art has been seen as a means of improving

Study skills, training for job readiness, for the most

part. Nurturing the spirit and understanding oneself and
others through art education were less prevalent. Since
the industrial revolution, society has emphasized study

18

ancl job skills to prOpare youngf people to be useful/
productive citizens in their adult life.

Pajrticipating in the creatiori of art has always
increased the level of study skills.
student

However/ when

academic achievement was faltering, the study

skills approach to art education was focused on as a goal
in itself.

In study skills philosophy, art making is a

tool for increasing student skills in learning other
subject3.

The reason for teaching art in light of this

policy was so that students could better grasp subjects

Such as reading, writing, language acquisition, geography,
math or history.

John Dewey, who was influential in his own time and
affected later paradigms as well, wanted schools to be

transformed into places where children make things.
wanted

He

desks not for listening but for creative work.

Dewey was quoted in Brown and Korzenik (1993),
Let the child first express his impulse,
and then through criticism, question and
suggestion, bring him to consciousness of
what he has done and what he needs to do.
There is no distinction between

experimental science for little children
and the work done in the carpenter's shop,
and so the expressive impulse of children,
the art instinct, grows out of the

communicating and constructive instincts
(p.137).
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Art making for the sake of developing study skills
seemed like a shadow form of art. However, if students had

not experienced the artistic process in various school

activities, some young people might never have touched it.
As a ^result, some students sought out artistic endeavors

as a hobby.

When a career in art was seen as impossible,

art making and studying could still have a positive effect
on a student's quality of life.
The study of art to improve vocations grew from the
awareness that children had been almost entirely separated

from the everyday activities in life.

School had to

become the solution to the very problem it had created.
Schools were developed to prepare children to become

workers.

Art making as preparation for adult work took

two directions.

of industry.

The first was to help meet the challenge

The second was to address the damages

inflicted by industrialization.
There were some sdholars that saw the need for more

of a personal touch within arts education.

Issues of

spirituality and communication through the arts were

always an awareness of artists, educators and scholars.
In public education advocates for such teaching have been
anomalieiS, but they did exist.
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Some examples mentioned

were John Dewey, Victor Lowenfeld, John Ruskin, and
i
I

Walter (^ropius.
Fueiled by the back to basics ideology, the arts
institutions of the late twentieth century began to

■

i

.

develop jprograms that would address the needs of computer
age students.

The legacy of previous art education

philosophies resulted in an approach to education that
reflected the opportunities for the arts in industry, took

into accpount the opportunities for the arts to enhance
I

■

•

.

academic skills across all disciplines, and allowed

student^ to benefit from art history.

Through this

versatile approach it was hoped students would become
I

better able to have a full and rich sense of the arts.

One of the programs developed to achieve quality art
■ ■

I

education was Disciplined Based Art Education or (DBAE),

■

!

created by the Getty Center for the Arts, now called the

Getty Education Institute for the Arts, in the 1980's.

DBAE was widely accepted as a philosophy and a curriculum
base across the United States.

Art History, academic

applications, along with studio skills and technique were
encouraged in this philosophy.
i

_

Prior to DBAE, methods of
_

teachihg were based either on studio skill, style and

!

■

'

'

.

techniqjue, or utility but were not, as a group, integrated
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into tlje main objectives of art education simultaneously.
I

.

. '

DBAE dre|w its ideas from many sources.
One: of these sources, Jerome Bruner, curriculum
I

writer in 1960, focused on understanding, problem solving,
and the fundamental structures of subjects referencing the

professional practitioners of the subjects.

Manuel Barkan

at OhioiState University promoted Bruner's ideas.

He

claimed, using the Brunerian model, that exposing art
students to a wide range of learning activities would
j

.

^

approximate the experience of artists and other art
I

related I persons.

I

He recommended teachers utilize the

,

'

■ ,

.

■

special I knowledge and insight of the artist, the art
!

critic, and the art historian to allow students a full

experiehce of the arts.

The Getty Center was committed to

i

^

^

a comprehensive approach to art education cultivated by
i

.

such eajrly writers as Bruner and Barkan.
i

The system of art education proposed by the Getty
Center included understanding in the areas of art

criticism, art history, esthetics, and art making.

The

new philosophy, named Disciplined based art education,
i

•

■

■ ■

.

also drbw it's ideas from some major art conferences,

I
;
publications and research development seminars held in the

1960's [that supported disciplined centered art education.
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Some oi the influences that helped shape the Getty
programjincluded; the Penn State seminar, the CEMREL
•■

t

■

■

I

■ .
.

■

,

.

•

■

,

'

■
•

.

■

Aesthetijc education Program and Guidelines, the Ohio State
University Guidelines, the TV Guidelines for art
instruction through television, the SWRL Elementary Art
■
I
■
■
■

Program,| the Aesthetic Eye Project, and the Hubbard and
Rouse Elementary Art textbook series "Art in Action."
The Getty Center outlined its views in Beyond
■ i

■

■

.

■

■

.

■

'

Creating: The Place for Art in America's Schools (1984),
. !

■

.

. .

.

,

based on a report of the RAND Corporation made after a
study of art education in US communities.
i

.

■

Those documents

■

.

stated the discipline based approach to art education.

The Getty also drew from discipline based art education
■ i

ideas published by Gilbert Clark, Michael Day, and Dwaine
Greer, university art educators in the 80's, and used them
■ i'

as a starting point for the comprehensive approach they
i

■•

-

.

wished to foster.

Discipline- based art education is defined by the

Getty Trust as "a comprehensive approach to instruction
and learning in art, developed primarily for grades K-12,
but also formulated for use in adult education, lifelong

learning, and art museums"(Getty ArtsEdNet,1999,1-13).
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It approached the teaching of art from the

perspective of the four basic disciplines of art making,
art criticism, art history, and aesthetics.

Students

acquire knowledge of art through creating, investigating,
analyzirig, and exploring, touching on all the learning
modalities (visual, kinesthetic and auditory).

Many state frameworks have been influenced by, or are
similar to the DBAE approach including the disciplines of

criticism, art making, history and aesthetics.

Many of

DBAE theorists, practitioners, and teacher educators have
been involved with developing state frameworks across the

nation.

The principles included in the Discipline Based

Art Education movement have been widely accepted and put

into prcictice nation wide
The DBAE curriculum model was built with the idea Of

moving beyond the intent to train students in the

productive skills of making art and toward a "broader and

deeper awareness of the critical, philosophical and
historical dimensions necessary to any conception of arts
education that took either art or education seriously"

(Schiralli,1999, p.l).

DBAE has enjoyed wide acceptance in the United
States. The efforts oi the GettyClnstit^te to train
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teachers and pilot the program in various schools in

various [states has made it a staple in art education.
■ I"

. ■ ■

■ '

.

■

■

Many state frameworks have been influenced heavily by the
!

■ '

'

''

'

•

■

■

DBAE phiilosophy; in fact many of them seem almost
identical.

Although promoted by state frameworks, and

often taught to new teachers in the credentialing process^
the actual implementation of the program varies to the
degree of school district support in the way of teacher

support Lnd funding of the arts program.
Currently any good art teacher involves art history
with studio lessons and challenges Students to attend to

art making, and involves them in assessing the work of
themselves and their peers.

Most teacher education

programs include training to prepare them to teach to DBAE

Brent Wilson pointed out in "The Quiet Revolution"
two challenges not yet met by DBAE.

The first is a lack

of a meaningful assessment in the arts.

If art is to

become one of the core subjects more consistent assessment
strategies are needed.

The secorid problem is a lack of curriculum available
to teachers
not have

Few textbooks are available and teachers do

the time or resources to develop curriculuni oii
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their own.

The Getty Institute saw this as a need in the

first draft of DBAE.

Many school districts agree with the philpsophy of

discipline based art education.

But they may be unwilling

or unabl€! to supply textbooks, prints, slides, computer
access, field trips, teacher inservices, ail the support
systems necessary to create a healthy DBAE program.

Without necessary tools teachers are, in practice,

teaching studio skills linked to a few historical figures
that are well known and therefore palatable to the public,

such as \^incient Van Gogh or Matisse, in a fragmented
fashion.

Often the school library has limited information

on art hj story.
The

' ■■

self expression aspect of art education is often

overlooked

in favor of learning technique due to the

politica ly fragile subject of spirituality in education
and the

difficulty in changing curriculum to include

meaning based art.

This policy can leave students with a

knowledge of process and skill, a vague knowledge of arts'
rich history,

making

to

but without a clue at to how to apply art

increase the quality of their life or to

communicate effectively with the visual tools they have
been given
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Getty Arts Ed Net (1999) notes that "some concern

has surfaced in education journals about the lack of

opportunity for students to explore self expression within
the context of DBAE.

The discussions generated have been

a catalyst for reflectioh"(p.12).

Self-expression and

communication were seen as part of but not the entire goal
of DBAE.

In the application student self-awareness and

wholeness became a shadow of it's potential.
DBAE was the same outcome with a hew face without

careful implementation.

It was, upon application,

utility/ skill based and job based art education when
teachers were not given support needed to effect change.

DBAE is easily implemented as a philosophy of utility
because it encompasses the disciplines of reading,

writing, and analyzing and increases student ability in
those skills. It also touches most of levels of Bloom's

taxonomy scale and promotes hand eye coordination.
Creativj.ty can be present when problems are set up to have

many solutions possible.

This increases decision making

skills needed on any job.
These areas of academic skill have been addressed in

art education from the beginning of the industrial age in

varying degrees.

DBAE has tried to put it all under one
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roof.

jSelf-expression, included in the program

philosophy, is sometimes lost in the implementation
■

i

process.

Learning to identify ones values and personality

traits ig not addressed.

Students create art that increases skill and technique*

Rarely d^es the curriculum challenge students to
communidate meaningfully and purposefully, or to be aware

of what,! if any, communication there may be in their art.

Facjilitating maturity of the whole student including
the spiritual or emotional self is still uncommon in
public art education.
communication vehicle.

The arts are a powerful
When guided, students access and

use an awareness of their belief system with a visual

vocabulary.

Frederick Logan writes, in the development of

Art education (1965), "the territories of the arts should
be explored by all students in public education and should

become a part of any individual's emotional, intellectual
response to experience"(51).

i

The arts can put them in

■

'

'

■

.

touch with a confident individuality often linked to what

is best!in themselves and humanity.

Art as a

communidation tool is vital to our young people.

The

sense of vision and confidence gained through the arts is
■

■

i

■

■ ■ ■

■

■

■

■

vital. ! Personal vision is especially needed when students
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are asked to choose their leaders wisely and think

independently.

Otherwise citizens may follow blindly and

run likej little lemmings off a cliff they weren't self
aware enough to See.

I
■ ■■
■' ■
It iis exciting to see students use whatever level of
skill they have to express a feeling, mood, belief or tell
a story.

Students were asked to do a self portrait about

who they are and not what they looked like.

One young man

used the assignment to grieve his grandfather.
execution was unsure.

The

He was developing skill as he went,

but the'idea was strong. The communication was successful
as well|as the healing that occurred in the process.

Another girl clarified her priorities.

She had two

torn hedrts and little mazes between them with things she

longed for and things she was responsible for.

What was

exciting was that these students came to actually own art

as a medns of expression and became more aware and whole
as a result.

In looking for something to say about

■ ■

I'

'• ■ ■ ' ■ .

■

. ■'

•

themselj/^es, they had the opportunity to reflect on what
was impprtant to them and who they are.
i '

■

Barkan (1965) wrote. High School students are at a
I

■

■

'

time in! their lives when they are questioning and

searching out value systems.

Students need to be able to
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evaluate, organize, and search for meanihg.

They heed to

develop skills that will enable them to coinmunicate ideas,
feelings, opinions and experiences unique to them and
personal (pgs.93^104).

It is possible to keep all the bounty of disciplined
based art education and still tap into the power of the

arts to I heal and make whole and or give visual voice to
the spiiitual, human, political aspects of our students.
Like reading, art has an alphabet.

Drawing skills are

heeded so students feel comfortable with basic elements of

art such as color, line, shape, texture and pattern.

History is needed sO students have a reference on how
other people have used art in their lives since the

beginnihg of time.

Looking at art criticaliy can help

students understand how art has communicated to each of

them.

DBAE is a viable philosophy and does not need to be

replaced.

We just need to add the spiritual to it.

need to let art come home to live within us.
need to

We

Just as we

return to the roots of our existence on this

to the earth and it's rhythms.

Visual communicating is giveh to us as a birthright.
Babies begin manipulating objects as soon as they can
reach them.

Drawing on whatever is handy comes naturally
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when we are very young, but often needs to be
I

.

'

■

. ■■

rediscovered when we get beyond five or six years old.
■

!i

■

Student^ can judge their efforts harshly and give up on
art as a birthright as they mature.

Around fourth grade

!

Students decide if they will be artists as a profession or
■ i

not.

.

.

If not, they let go of progress as a marker for

successiand look to product as the only benefit of
creating.
i
^
Whatever the skill level, students can benefit from

creating works of art meaningful to them.

The objective

of the Spiritual tradition in art is to allow students to

have original observations.
I

The quality of the final

'

product/is not as important as the process.

What matters

are the motives, ideas, and feelings of the student who

created' the art. Brown (1993) writes that the spiritual

traditijon encourages the expression of whatever is
inherent in human development and allows it to unfold.
Adult information or direction is seen as deterrents to

the child's arriving at a private seeing of what is
important and what is beautiful (p.169).
In! order for students to be in touch with what they

think, feel, believe, they have to be given opportunity to
I
,
, .
■
■
explore that within the art class. Students have to feel
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safe in expressing what they know within classroom

community.

To foster such communication class discussions

are useful.

The Socratic seminar format can be utilized

so those students can voice ideas and concerns about a
I

!

topic inl an orderly manner.

In Socratic seminar, only one

student 'is allowed to speak at a time.

Other community

building exercises are useful as well.

Many of the trust

building activities taught to elementary teachers in their
credentialing process are just as effective in middle and
high schools.
j
One such exercise consists of two students creating

one drawing.

Without speaking to one another, students

take turns
adding lines to a drawing until an image
j

emerges!

Only they know when it is done.

communicate at all.

They simply draw.

improves communication and trust.

They cannot

This activity

Tribes, a book full of

community building exercises, is an excellent source for
i

■

creating a good classroom environment.

Brown and Korzenik

wrote (1993) "Teaching in this tradition, the teacher is
oriented most to the student's inner life.

Lessons are

predicajted on the importance of recognizing and activating
the student's inner emotional and spiritual
experience"(p.160).
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Att is so conducive to healing emotional and

spiritual experiences that special psychologists called
art therapists have sprung up around the world.

These

psychology professionals use art in their treatment of

emotionally broken children and adults.

Art taps hidden

emotions and gives patients the ability to release what is
not event known consciously to them.

The therapist to

learn more about the patient then reads the art.

That is

i

not what we are exploring here.
!

'

We are looking at the art

■

'

' ■

' ■ ■

process itself and the healing properties there in.

It is

not necessary to diagnose what is being healed to benefit
and grow from the act of creating.
How does art heal us?

How can materials mute in and

of themselves manifest a link for others and ourselves to

a universal flow?
I

■

.

Materials become channels for a healing
■

■ ■

■

. ' ^

process because we act on them.
we are

Art heals.

.

Saying what

expressing our reality with whatever
■

I

■

skill w!e posses^ makes it more concrete and acceptable^
. ■ ■ ,. j
lets out feelings flow for us and allows the same flow and
■

i ,
I

, ■

■

■ .

.

■

■

.

identifjication for others as well.

i

^

When we create our

reality it helps promote acceptance and healing.
,

■

■

Art

.

making ;is a catalyst, a vehicle for passage through where
i

■

.

we are ;to another level.
!

■

Whatever level we approach our
.
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.

art, that is the extent to which we will experience

healing.

We interact with materials and make real what

only we can.
One

non-threatening approach to entering the art

gateway is scribble drawing.

Developed by Florence Gane,

scribble drawing began by drawing in the air with wids
rhythmic movements that engaged the whole body.
student

When the

felt at ease and engaged, they drew the movements

pn a large sheet of paper.

The student studied the

drawing from all perspectives until a form suggested
itself to them.

The student then finished the picture by

choosing the lines that develbped the form as all others
were let go.

The resulting image didn't allude to the

initial scribble, but were instead inherently personal and
meaningful to them.

Kramer (1971) notes, "Art always

reveals truth,"(p, 32).

A small piece of the student's

psyche had found visual expression. Playful activity was
transfbfmed intoiaftistiC communication.

This kind of

benign activity is useful in introducing art making to
inhibited individuals.

Art is a viable experience for

evstyone. Art can go beyond skill and into meaning for
everyone, if they allow it too.
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CHAPTER THREE

A RECOUNTING OF THE PROJECT
i ■

■ •

j

.

■ ■

■

■

■

.

■

•

■

'

■

' .

.■

■ ■

■

Arti has many gifts for those who chose to
participate.

This project has helped uncover one of the

most dynamic benefits, the power to heal or transform.

The arts can give voice to the inner workings of a soul.

This underlying gift is only tapped into when the
artist is willing to allow the unconscious or emotional

self to^be channeled through materials used to create.
More evident gifts are not lost in the process.

Esthetic

pleasures and the satisfaction of mastering skill or
technique don't get lost in the process of creating
spiritual or meaningful art.

Skill and technique are

utilized and enhance the experience.
i

.

'

My project is my art.

.

My show was specifically about

transformation and healing. It was shown at the Court Yard

Gallery in Idyllwild, California on April 9, 1999.

The

show wae exhibited as part of my masters degree in

Integrai;ive Studies for the education department.

Each

■

j

piece contributed to the overall theme of transformation
I

'

and healing.
i

■

, .

.

■

■

This chapter gives a detailed description of
■

.

■

'

-

'

each piece accompanied by my own personal commentary of
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its significance.

Illustrations of each piece are

i

included;

Roots in Heaven

The I first piece to be created was Roots in Heaven.
Roots in Heaven represents hope and the upward stream of
conciseness to a universal benevolent force.

She brings a

sense of;hope, upward movement and spiritual connection.
She began as a subtractive sculpture assignment at
CSUSB.

She was incomplete to me as a ceramic sculpture,

so I created a rubber mold of her and from that took a wax
■

!

positive sculpture.

Most of the changes began in wax.

She was then poured in bronze.

After many hours of

refinement in chasing the bronze, she has found her
permanent state.

The,trunk of the tree represents the fact that we are
all of this earth. We have a very real kinship with all

other forms of life on the planet.

In reality we have a

symbiotic relationship with the earth, if not we take the
chance of undermining our physical existence.

Even so, we

are also beings that search for a relationship with the
■

I

creator of this world.

The woman reaching upward

communicates that we are spiritual beings that have our

physical'roots in this earth where we receive sustenance
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and life.

But our personalities, that which makes us

aware arid alive, the true roots of our being, are in
heaven, i
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Illustration 1. ROOTS IN HEAVEN, 1999, bronze, 30''xl4'
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Illustration 2. ROOTS IN HEAVEN, 1999, bronze,
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- ■ Muse

This sculpture contains the parts of my spirit that
remains vital no matter what I encounter in my life, my
essence.

I chose to cieate the sculpture because my

circumstances seemed dark and without ground. I was in
need of delebrating that in me which chooses life so I
could remember and encourage them.

While creating muse I

found my ground.

The I sculpture is made of wood to represent my need
for the peace I feel when I am with the natural earth,
those things not made of man.

The horses and women are

flying above the base of the sculpture to represent the
feelings pf exhilaration I feel when playing, singing or

dancing jto music as well as my joy in flying with my horse
af a. runj-.- . ■

. • "'.V

The; figures in suspension fly through the guitar
Strings istriking them and making music of some sort.

The

figures won't move unless someone comes close and turns
the handle to see what will happen.

The interactive

aspect cjf the sculpture comes from the social part of me.
I enjoy the musical and creative aspects of my personality
even more when i can share them with my friends.
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The women flying are a symbol that Gomes to me in my
drawings often. They encourage me to look forward, to
float on this life and allow the breezes of experience to

be enjoycid instead of protected from them.

It is similar

to riding a wave instead of staying on the shore watching
and admiring them.

These images always give me a sense of freedom,

safety and being protected by a benevolent universal

power. The women are almost resting and are not afraid at

all, they are peaceful, assured, happy, and free.

The

horses as well contain a sense of freedom as well as power
and grace.
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Illustration 3. MUSE, 1999, wood, 36"x38"x40'
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Illustration 4.MUSE, 1999, wood, 36"x38"x40'
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i

■

I

No!

.

,

■

,

.

,

Representing a sense of betrayal, anger, discontent,
desperation, "NO!" is a painting that contains three

dimensional aspects describing the amount of force, pain
and energy needed before we are ready to acknowledge we

need a life change.

Beyond that insight it is the first

action tp breaking through.

The canvas is dark, but full of energy in paint

application and color.

Several colors lay side by side and

are combined by the eye to create and overall dark, rich,
ominous look.

A face is pushing through the muck.

The

force of the escape pulls the canvas outward and taught.
Two hands are feeling their way through the surface but

only the fingers have broken through.

A thin frame is

trying to contain the elements within; but some of the

paint is beginning to swallow it.

The containment

i

represents the social paradigms that we all must adopt, or
I

break through if they do not fit us.

The painted sides are

the underlying, hidden discontent that is present below the
surface before the break through and the initial action of
change.

It is meant to depict a stand, a refusal to accept

the current paradigm in our life anymore.
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Illustration 5. NOI, oil, ceramic, 36"x40"
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Illustration 6. NOl, oil, ceramic, 36"x40"
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i

Acceptance

Thijs painting is the sister piece of "NO!". It
occurred to me soon after completing that sculptural

paihting.

After the anger cOmes acceptance of the problem

and a new path to create a sense of peace once again.

The

figure is floating just beneath the surface of the water.

Even though being underwater is a potentially stressful

situation, the figure shows no distress.
a peaceful and even happy expression.

Instead there is

She is resting

beneath the water, being carried by a power greater than

she is. ; The ripples running over her face are the ripples

of lifej problems that come and wash over her and go
without

disturbing her peace.

Nothing is a big deal any

longer.| Crises no longer penetrate her state of well
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Illustration 7. ACCEPTANCE, 1998, watercolor, 36"x40"
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Torn

This sculpture has its roots in sadness at losing a

,, |-

.

■

■:

.

significant element in your life be that a role,

relationship, or job.

The heart is offered up to a higher

power in: outstretched hands.

Her heart has been torn out

of the chest leaving a hole with frayed edges.

damaged She cannot fix it on her own.

It is so

Part of the heart

is made jDf bronze and is hard and dull, unsalvageable.
Part of the heart is covered in red velvet symbolizing an
area of the heart that is still soft and still alive.

She

is petitioning for healing.

The face of the figure is looking up toward the

heavens.

She has a gold face representing the light and

warmth of god reflected in her skin.
are newly sprouted peach branches.

Around the sculpture

They are significant

to me, because they show new life from a death.

A peach

tree I planted long ago had died while I was away.

It was

spouting: new branches from the base of the dead trunk.

The summer of my return to the house, they had new

blossomsl That spring the new branches produced some
peaches.j It became a symbol for me of new life out of a
death. If the peach tree could send saplings up from its
dead trunk and fight for life, so could I.
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Illustration 8. TORN, 1998, mixed media, 16"x36"
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Serene

Dreams were the seeds of this sculpture.

In times of

sadness :or need I would dream of myself floating above the
ground in a white sheer dress.

I was under a tree and

around itie was an expanse of meadows, with green and lush
rolling hills.

The feeling was one of being saved,

rescued and protected.
presence in the body.

There was not even a feeling of
All weight was lifted.

When I drew it in my sketchbook, it became a

sculpture that was arched and supported by the feet and
hair.

I drew it a year or so after the image started

appearing in my dreams.
friend.

I was on a trip to Big Sur with a

One of our stops was the Monterey bay aquarium.

There I!saw jelly fish with light pulsing through them.
decided those needed to be in my sculpture.

I

The light

represented the glow of the souls life and light.
Once the sculpture began construction, my instructor
at the time suggested I do it life size.
weight down, I decided to use fiberglass.

To keep the
A plaster

negative was made of my body arched and suspended on a

chair fbr support.

The fiberglass was then laid into the

plasterI image creating a positive sculpture.

I then

placed a light near where the heart would be and covered
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it in a white cloth similar to the fabric in my dreams,

I hung her from the belly button to the ceiling to

symbolize ^n umbilical chord to heaven, covered her in
sheer cloth and turned the light on.

The finished piece

has an edry, mysterious feel to it. I was not planning

for that I effect, but it adds to the meaning and interest
of the piece.

The sculpture represents the link to god.

It is needed like a baby would need an umbilical chord to
i

■

■

'

.

■

■

■

survive.!It portrays the essence of spiritual self.
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■

illustration 9. SERENE, 2000, mixed media, 1999
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Illustratidn 10. SERENE, 2000/ mixed media/ 1999
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Prevail

This ceramic sculpture was conceived of during my
teaching day while watching my students approach an
environmental box assignment.

captured my own curiosity.

What I assigned my students

So I challenged myself to take

the same path I gave to my students.
contains a forest.

I drew a box that

On the top is a sidewalk being

i

broached by the treetops.

Symbols of society are on lid.

It has two meanings for me.

The first is that we try

to create paradise with our public parks when a natural
paradise is all around us being boxed in by concrete.
Though we have plowed our forests and created parks on top
of them, ultimately the forest will prevail.
The second meaning is that I am the forest, the

sidewalk covering me is a symbol of the expectations

placed on females in our culture.

The one I struggled

with at Ithe time was the "until death do us part" aspect

of marriage.

For me it felt like it would be my death

that woiild part us, a physical, mental and spiritual
death.
■'

Even so I was, like the forest, alive within the
i

'

■

box, was cracking the boundaries, and would prevail to
live and flourish again.
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Illustration 11. PREVAIL, 1999, ceramiG,
Il"x7"x5"
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Comfort

Comfort is snuggling in with your cat all curled up

on your stomach purring.

That happy circumstance is what

this sculpture is meant to elicit from viewers.

An

unhappy circumstance prompted the sculptures' creation.

A

friend had decided to put his cat down after caring for

the cat's illness for years.

When the time came he found

himself unable to put the cat down easily.

The cat had

become his companion.

So it is for many of the people I know.

Not only

cats were chosen for that role, but birds, horses, dogs,

and a variety of other animals.
their owners.

Even fish become dear to

Comfort makes it known that we have many

kinds of love in our lives beyond the well advertised and
promoted romantic relationship.

We can find simple

uncomplicated easy love and comfort from our animals.
The sculptural figure is sitting in a cross legged
position'with hands to chest as if trying to get warm.

The blanket providing that warmth is filled with images of

animals j|'^'tei^acting with their owners. The resulting
i

■

message is that we can realize the comfort we seek.
Animals can be an element of comfort in our lives that
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nurtures us and is healthy for us. Human companionship
with animals is another universal truth.
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Illustration 12. COMFORT, 1999, ceramic, acrylic on cloth,
■

■

1

10"xl6"
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Illustration 13. COMFORT, 1999, ceramic, aerylic on cloth.
10"xl6'
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■ ^ Free

This painting is a celebration of artistic abandon.

Loose pailnting of whatever color appealed to me started it
out.

Th4t blue brush work remained alone on the canvas

for a few days waiting for further images to unfold.

In

dreams/beautiful flowing orange plarits appeared and

creatures among them.

It brings out the sense that we can

enjoy the currents and wind tunnels of life while we hang

onto an dnchor in our lives.
and unreal.

The environment is fanciful

It isn't meant to be any place in particular.

Instead it is a fantasy and an adventure of sorts.

The

winds and currents do not bother the sprites that live in

this fantasy environment, they thrive on them.

The beings

are adventurous and playful, confident and unafraid.

A

visual confirmation that I was beginning to rediscover my

joy in life.

I recogniized healing and growth in the

painting.
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Illustration 14. FREE, 2000, oils, 36"x40"
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The Gallery

On the weekend I put the show up, I came the night
before and installed the show with help from a friend.

The next day I ran into a difference of aesthetic

preference with the gallery director.

I compromised with

her and changed what I had set up the night before.

We

lost a little visual clarity due to the lightness of the
sculpture against the white wall because there was no
contrast.

Never the less all the pieces were able to be

included in the show after some bargaining.

This was my first experience with other people having
any power over my work and what or how it was displayed.
It was Stressful at best.

One piece did have to go home

for theimajority of the show, but the sculpture, muse, was
displayed the day of the artist's reception.
I watched over the gallery for a couple of Saturdays
before the artist's reception.
■ • i'

.

■

The age groups of the
'■

■

■

people who came to the gallery on those days varied.
families with children came.

Some

There were some older

couples, middle-aged couples and teenagers from the school
of the arts.

The largest amount of people came to look at

the art on the day of the artist's reception.
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The reception was held on Sunday, April 9, 1999 a

crisp suiiny spring day.

Artists from the university

campuses of California State University San Bernardino as
well as from the California: State university Fullerton

were in attendance.

Many of the local artists associated

with the I gallery brought food to the opening adding an

element of hospitality.

Many local artists not associated

with the gallery attended as well.

SOme tourists came

through because it was a Saturday and the village shops
were open for the weekend.

Many of my friends and members

of my failaily were there to support me.

,

The I art work was displayed inside a small section of

the gallery except for Muse, which was set up outside.
Musicians with guitars and drums played music outside in

the courtyard where the food was set up.

There were

chairs set up so people could relax and visit.
During the reception and other weekends for seven

weeks, visitors rotated through the gallery in cycles so

everyone could enjoy the art up close without too much
crowding.

People trickled in and out.

Most of the

audiencej asked questions about the construction or meaning
of the work.
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The experience of looking at the art in the gallery
varied for each person or group of people.

Some people

cruised I through fairly quickly glancing at each piece and
then going out the door.

Others looked at each piece

carefully and once through the whole gallery, went back to
see their favorite again.

Many were surprised to find out

that I was the artist, were delighted and embarrassed and
began to ask questions.

One Saturday a couple, both in their twentiesf came

in.

At first they were talking about the art between

themselves.

The guy made some fun of one of them.

They

inquired if I had ever met the artist and were surprised

to findjthat I was the artist. They began asking
questions about the process and about the pieces and their

meaningl They were very attentive and became more open
with thbir responses adding pieces of their lives and some
relationship beliefs and happenings.

The mood changed to

an intimate friendly one.

An acquaintance said he liked NO! the one about

change, beoause it does take that much effort to loose an
unhealthy habit be that a relationshipr an addiction, or a

lifestyile.
the book.

Heather thanked me for showing "us, you" in
She and her friend asked for a history of each
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piece

they viewed it.

They left that note for me on

their way out. Most people were very respectful of the

work wanting to touch it but at the same time afraid too.

If I wasj there, I encouraged them to touch. One person in
'

i

■

-

■

,

^

.

the book thanked me. Many of my friends came to see the
show to show their support.

All responses were positive

in that people were touched, perplexed, tickled and
saddened.

No one was disinterested.

I Was somewhat detached from the art as far as being
its makeir.
■ ■. ■ j-

It has a life of its own an identity of its
■ . .
^ ^^ ^ ■
.
^ ■
. ■

own. I Ifelt like I was passing on a story rather than
exposing my inner most thoughts.
-

I

■

I was doing.

j

■ ■'

■

■■

But really that was what
^



It was a warm feeling sharing what was real

■ ' '

■

■ ■

to me with others and having it received well.

Many

people had their own favorite piece and wanted to own it
but couldn't afford to buy it.

One young man felt that it

is New York Art and didn't get a proper showing in the
mountains.

When I left the pieces at the gallery after

installing them, I told each piece goodbye and told them I
would be back.

My home felt empty with out them.

It was

strange to leave them with strangers not knowing how they

would b^ received. I knew they would be treated well and
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were safe in reality.

When the show was in progress and

I was coming to sit with it, it seemed that they were
doing what they were meant to do, impacting people.

Once

I realized that, I felt like the art had found a home and

didn't want to take it from where it was impacting people.
, I

.

.

I was encouraged that the art had found a home besides my
living room.

It is displayed well at my house, but it

does not I get as wide a showing.
I enjoyed the responses to my show from other
artists. ! At the opening the artists that came though were

interested and gave the work a good look.

I found myself

wanting -ji-o stay and be a part of the community there
because there are so many singers, writers and artists of
every sort.

In general,

creative people and creative

energy thrive there in Idyllwild. The lifestyle they

embrace is very different from the night life of LA.
artists I met were healthy people who got their

Mountain

entertainment through hiking, socializing and creating. In
I

'

'

LA the atmosphere was more centered on drinking, movie
1

watching! and working very hard on their art. Working on
■

i

■

the art in Idyllwild seemed a happier venture more life
giving, less spirit taxing.

I
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When the show was over, I had a time of grieving.

I

had achieved my goal. I made art that healed, healed me as
I made it and healed others when they looked at it. I had

my show.

All the drive that it took to get there was

gone. It felt like a time of recharging or restoration. I

grieved not making anymore art. I grieve not being around
other students who made art.

Ultimately I want to continue to make art that heals.
I think one way to do that is to have a sense of humor

about my life.

I would like to explore humor in my art,

humor that heals.

I also have a whole notebook full of

ideas that deal with change, self actualization and
relationship dynamics.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CHANGES IN PHILOSOPHY AND CURRICULUM

Befbre this masters project my curriculum was based
on skill linked to art figures in art history with some

reflective writing about the process and the elements of
art.

The excitement in teaching and in making art came

from the magic of creating something that didn't before
exist and is interpreted differently by each person.

I

was in love with the romance of line, color, shading, and

form.

I was excited about everything my students put on

paper and trying to make it shine or pop esthetically.
When I began looking at art as more of a voice, a
communication tool and a means of personal expression, I

began to investigate ways to introduce my students to all
the forms of visual communication available to them.

Each

project i introduced, I sought to bring into the
curriculum an element Of self exploration or voice.

One

example is the self portrait about who you are rather than
what youilook like.
art.
■

■

Two students did memorable works of

One used it to memorialize his grandfather.
i

■

■

■■

. ■ „

■ '

chose to paint a boat on a lake.

■

He

■

In the boat there were

two fishing poles with only one person in the boat. His
grandfather had taken him fishing often.
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The empty pole

was hik.

In the sky were clouds with the image of his

grandfaihers' face because he felt his grandfather was
lookingiover him.

Another compositign by Danieile

Fernandez, showed two hearts bn opposite ends of the page.
In the middle, was a maze or labyrinth that contained

pieces gf her life.
for.

One heart represented what she longed

One heart represented what she really contained in

her life, all her responsibilities.

In between was all of

the stuff she had to navigate to get to what she really
loved.

The second year of the masters program I found a book

called Art Synectics.

The book had chapters for visual

tools Such as puns, symbolism, analogy, or surrealism. It
became a reference for the year's projects.
One of the examples were the shape sculptures with

yisUal puns incorporated like "when pigs fly".
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Illustration 15

Danielle Fernandez, 1998, SELF

PORTRAIT, watercolor, 10"xl2"
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Another was the surreal project where real things

were placed in unusual situations and combinations to

create new meaning.

An example was a ceramic man fishing

in a seaiof grass for hearts (love).

The last project was

the self portrait that doesn't look like you.
did a grove of trees, most were cut down.

was a tiny sprout.

One student

One in front

The meaning was that she was losing

relationships that were harmful but in their place was a
healthier new one and she had faith more would sprout.

Another student included aspects of a romantic
relationship she had experienced.
I also asked students do a visual journal.

One

student vented anger at her boyfriend instead of actually

venting on him by drawing herself victorious over him in a
physical fight.

Some class community work was also integrated into
the plans.

We went outside to read "I am poems".

Students had class discussions where a multitude of

subjects relevant to them came up.
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Illusti|atiQn 16. Cindy Tapia, 2000, SEiiF PORimiT, colored
i- ' ' V

pencil, 10"xl2"
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Illustration 17. Leticia Nunez, 2001, SELF PORTRAIT,

colored pencil, 10"xl2"
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Meaning for Teachers

Teachers are in charge of steering.

It takes courage

to lead students in a direction they are unaccustomed to.

My studehts didn't understand at first why they were

Writing Journal entries in a sketchbook for ceramics or

art.

Some of my high school students were unaccustomed to

responding to literature in visual ways or doing community
building:exercises outside in a circle.

Secretly, later

after class Some of them came to me and told me their

favorite;part was the controversial class discussions or
the readings of poetry and responses to them.

It is not

usual for them to get to the heart of themselves in
school.

If we are to engage our students in their education,

we have to make it personal for them.

It can be simple.

For instance, we created self portraits in clay.

To add

that seljE exploration part, to make it meaningful to them,
they were asked to include an element of their

personalities.

Artist Robert Arneson was the perfect

companioh to the unit as well as Walt Whitman's Song of
Myself in Leaves of Grass.
in the process.

Skill is taught and developed

So are acceptance of self and the

Opportunity to explore life experiences and priorities.
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In the beginning of the year they were asked to find
examples of what they felt was ethical behavior in their
world.

This transferred to finding ethical art and in the

end challenged them to create for what they honestly felt

strongly about rather than what they felt would gain
approvalifrom their peers.

The key here is opportunity and challenge.

There are

books out there that promote visual communication or
voice.

Art Synectics is just one of them available.

We

have the opportunity to give students more than the
ability to create esthetically pleasing art.

We can

expose them to tools that will help them walk through some

of the harder parts of their lives.

The surprises in life

will be a part of our student's reality.
friend at those times.

Art can be a

It can also help them to better

enjoy and understand art that seeks to explain a point.
It can help them to understand and explain opinions of
their own.

One assignment that especially lent itself to
clarification of values was the political tile project.
Students were asked to decide on a political issue to
address.

Once the team decided what to work with, they

had to choose how to best say it visually.
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Heated

discussions ensued.

The result was a group of strong

mini tile murals from groups of four to six.

Students

approached issues such as teen pregnancy, gay and lesbian
relationships, pollution and drugs successfully,

pictures

are enclosed.

In conclusion, meaningful art is art that has the

potential to heal, clarify, vent powerful feelings, and
make a point.

Meaningful art is possible for beginners

and experienced students.

All will benefit, the teacher,

students personally and all of us socially as well.
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Illustration 18,

Student Group Project, TEEN MOMS, 2000,
ceramic, 12"xl2"
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Illustration 19* Student Group Project, SAVE US, 2000,
ceramic, 16"xl2"
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Illustration 20. Student Group Project, DRUG EFFECTS,
2000, ceramic, 12"xl2"
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSION

This project suggests that transformation is a

legitimate purpose for art. It involves the experiences of
our lives and often the depths of our beliefs.

For me,

art is a means for healing and transformation. It affects

my perceptions of the world

As an art educator, I believe

art can be used for a similar purpose.

The artistic process strengthens problem solving,
decision making and communication skills.

This remains

true whether the artists' intent is to create a visually

pleasing art piece, a humorous work of art or one that
contains more meaning for them.

Art educators in the public education setting
traditionally educate to allow students to grasp the
historical role of the arts in society.
certainly includes political influences.

This practice
Art educators

have also given students tools to master technique and

strengthen skills to improve the quality of their
creations.

Art that communicated or is meaning based can include

art that voices a political belief, states an emotional
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truth, or challenges a social structure^ It can also
validate what is good in our world*

Students are traditionally asked to produce art

pieces that show knowledge of the elements and principles
of art, or show understanding of an artistic time period

such as impressionism.

Less frequently students have been

asked to communicate an opinion of any sort or to state a
personal truth.
Art of this kind is more volatile, but is also

potentially of more lasting benefit to the artist.
Students will face challenges and tragedies in their
lives.

Artistic outlets can heal humans if it is asked

to.

Our students can walk out of the art classroom with

tools to enhance the quality of their lives.

pleasant experience.

Art can be a

It can also be a vial one if meaning

based art is encouraged.

We as people can have a

personally satisfying experience with art, if not a

professionally successful one. It may be the personal
adventure is a larger gift.

Art that communicates is

worthy of pursxiihg personally and in education.
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